The Grapple Series:  
*Exploring the Intersections of Artificial Intelligence & Humanity*

Should we treat robots more like humans or humans more like robots?

We invite you to join us in exploring the impact and implications of artificial intelligence and new technologies for education and for the communities we serve. We’d like to “play” with the ideas, read, write, view, and discuss in a supportive community where we can bring and follow our questions. We don’t know what may result from our inquiry, but we hope to explore new perspectives on how the technologies we create impact the broader ecosystem.

**When:** Thursdays from 7pm-8pm EST (4-5pm PST)  
- January 23, 2020  
- February 20, 2020  
- March 26, 2020  
- April 23, 2020

**Where:** Online via Zoom

**Contact:** For more information, please email Laura Roop: laurroop@pitt.edu

**Co-Created by:** The Western Pennsylvania Writing Project & The CMU CREATE Lab